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Anheuser-Busch 
Engineers, you really can reach the top when you climb with a leader. And no doubt 
about it, Anheuser-Busch, ..the- world’s. largest: brewer..and. maker .of Budweiser. , 

Prac ee sranen Nose =gis) okra INR =, ORN Oh LEM Seer aMEMOl Cre MN ToliVina Gal*reeg evar Ten tral Pres AD orm Taine Mammen ee en einee 

If the only thing higher than. your lofty aspirations is your potential, we'd like to talk‘with 
you. 

We'll be on campus looking for Engineers: to-join our Engineering and Operations 
Department on Tuesday, February 26, 1980. : . 

CENTRAL. ENGINEERING 
B.S.M.E. - M.E.’s will gain experience in-such: diverse fields as material handling, equipment 
layout, piping system development, steam» generation, compressed--air- systems, ventilation, 
heating and air conditioning, and high-speed bottle and can packaging. 

B.S.E.E. - E.E.’s can expect to be working in such areas as electrical machine design and.applica- 
tion, power distribution, sub-station layout as well as industrial and commercial lighting, elec- 
trical control circuits, and systems control. 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Our Corporate Industrial Engineering Department presently has openings for Industrial. Engineer- 
ing Trainees at the B.S. and M.S. degree levels. These positions will be project-oriented and will in- 
clude assignments in operations control and improvement, facilities.revision, plant design and 
layout, and development of operation standards for cost control. 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM 
Opportunities exist in our Corporate Management Training Program for individuals with leader- 
ship ability and Engineering degrees. This 12-month course is designed to give the individual ex- 
posure to all areas of Operations and Administration and to prepare trainees for a career in Pro- 
duction Management, Quality Control or Engineering. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP, CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE. 

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. 721 Pestalozzi St. Louis, Missouri 63118 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Feopie join il 
for love of technology. 

They stay for a lot of reasons. 
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Texas Instruments is viewed by ‘e ey NN um “Te Digital seismic data systems 

many people as a technological yr { ul lige ]¢ Air traffic control radar and 

leader in only one area. 2 hey, A) SN “ ) =~ Discrete Address Beacon Systems 
To the electronics industry, NO wt ot ¢ Microwave landing systems 

we’re producers of semiconduc- es WY _ ag : e Radar and infrared systems 

tor materials and components. fai i SP ae ¢ Guidance and controls for tacti- 

To the oil industry, we're seismic FEx, gamer. SE cal missiles 
data gatherers and processors si, lh aia ieee as sac] © Worldwide geophysical services 

who help them find petroleum- Zz ¢ Clad metals for automotive trim, 

bearing formations. opportunities can be. And how Tl thermostats and electrical 
To growing millions of con- has created anenvironmentwhere —_ contacts 

‘sumers, we're the people who you can prove your potential fast. Interconnection products for | 
make calculators and digital See what we're doing in: electronic telephone switching 

watches. ¢ Microcomputers and micro- systems 

To manufacturers of automo- processors ¢ Temperature-sensitive controls 

biles, TV yoke coils, battery cables |» Semiconductor memories * for automobiles and appliances . 

and electromagnets, we are pro- ¢ Linear semiconductor devices e Keyboards for calculators and 

ducers of clad metals. ¢ Microelectronic digital watches for many other products. 

The list of our major product _ © Calculators Toms Send for the 

andserviceareasisalongone. — * Minicomputers: hardware, soft- 34-page picture 

We've included it below. ware and systems featuring = og Story of TI people, 
__ The pointis, all this diversity _ software compatibility with Pe dig se places, and 

Means extraordinary breadthof microprocessors SEF te opportunities. And 

opportunity for you. Not just ini- + Distributed computing systems a mie 9} send us your resume 
tially, but for aslong as you're with —_ for business and industry eee in confidence to 
Tl. We've gotamove-upenviron- _* Electronic data terminals George Berryman, ° 

‘mentthatalsoletsyoumove = = — * Programmable control systems _—P. O. Box 225474, if 
Jaterally whenyouwantto.  —* Data exchange systems Dept. CH2, MS 67, 

_ Find out how open-ended your — * Advanced Scientific Computers _ Dallas, TX 75265. 
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Learn about the great opportunities 
available in the areas of: 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COMPUTER SCIENCES 

SIGN UP TODAY! 
Motorola recruiters will be interviewing 

on Campus 

January 28, 1980 

(AA) MOTOROLA INC. 
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a “model” way to 
troubleshoot the network. 

The nationwide telecommuni- 
cations network carries over 515 z 
million phone calls on an average 
business day. Only a small num- Nee ’ 
ber of them run into trouble, fw p : co ; 
such as failing to go through Sy ee ne the network, getting noise on : ee ee 
the line, or being disconnected “ os Vapi ae Secale ceed 
prematurely. Craftspeople in Pl c \ a 
Bell telephone companies fix ee: OO eee near aE ey ela ee ah 
most of these problems quickly. Ee Se yee or ae a ay i 
But the causes of some can be ee re at difficult to find among one- OOS a oie. | * Oe pe billion-plus miles of circuits and a ec eee” jee 
thousands of switching offices. ee a NA oe Ni pp f Roos 

For several years the Bell Ses Faas iG teeing f/ ot 4 
System used its computerized ‘ oe i 4 of f y] i Network Operations Trouble — eae) 6 6|lUi CU Information System (NOTIS) ae ne aa a iy ae y/ ie ae i 
to try to pinpoint those causes ed mS ve Ela ie ee 
by analyzing trouble reports ie | a! Bo as from all over the country. NOTIS my : i | - oe 
was good. But Bell System man- to ‘ 
agers wanted it to be better, long-distance switching offices traceable to circuits or switching 
more precise in identifying and nearly a half-million circuit equipment in their territories. 
Possible trouble spots. And they groups. Don also designed the Result : Better equipment mainte- 
wanted the data in compact, system software and servedasa nance. And better service. 
easy-to-use form. consultant to the team of Bell With NOTIS II up and run- 

Weassigned a new employee, System programmers assigned ning, Don has moved on to other 
Don Hartman, to improve to the project. projects. Today he’s a supervisor NOTIS. Don came to us with a Each day trouble reports from —_with broad responsibilities for 
B.S. from the University of the entire country are sent tothe —_ planning the telecommunications 
ee ee a ate 5 NOTIS II center in Atlanta. network of the future. 

Te h nolo, . "He : ais me Overnight, the system analyzes If you are interested in explor- of Fecnnology. He and his the reports, processes them ‘ ually challenging employ- associates developed a second- through the network model, and mg'ed a iti = tB Lab 
generation system (NOTIS II) discerns trouble “patterns” ma ala Eee that does the job superbly. which help identify potentially  “7/*¢ + 

For the new system, Don faulty equipment. By 8 a.m. the . . 
developed a mathematical model next day via data links, analysts Gitector of Technical Employment 
of the telecommunications net- at phone company service centers Bell Laboratories 
work, including 28,000 local and receive information on troubles Murray Hill, N.J. 07974 

© Bell Laboratories 

From Science: Service 
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editorial The Great Lakes 
a 

by Michael Pecht An endangered species 

a The intention of this issue of the Wisconsin Engineer is to introduce to 
a the reader the interrelationship between man and the Great Lakes. The 

i F , Great Lakes may at first appear to be useful only for recreational activities 

eo ' Pe } such as boating and sport fishing. However, the Great Lakes are a source of 

a ; i, my i fresh water and minerals as well as fish. They also provide a means of trans- 

Ve “ "e “a portation and are used as a heat sink for electrical and nuclear power plants. 

Hy, Te. . Some articles in this issue comment on how man’s ignorance and negli- 

yy i i uf i / s ee ye gence have resulted in environmental turmoil. Other articles point out how 

May i i Yr ay Pa man’s intelligence and concern is maintaining a more stable environment. 

i ni "4 People’s attitudes and interactions with the Great Lakes will determine the 

he ), | ~°* value of the lakes in the future. Fortunately, a great deal of research is being | 
~ "~~ conducted at the University of Wisconsin-Madison on many aspects of the 

This aerial view of the Great Lakes Great Lakes. This research will hopefully lead to a better understanding of 
was taken by satellite. the environment and in particular our effects on the Great Lakes. 

: g ee ain . Esmee # ithe Great Lax Nerd 
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I mil people smile. 

Our pioneering efforts in reprograph- : rs , If you’re an engineer looking for a 
ics have brought the rewards of engin- 76 4 place to put your theories into pee 
eering to our clients like Brother Dom- a ot X44 ‘ Xerox is probably looking for you. 
inic. By giving him the ability to per- a me AN Visit your college placement office for 
form the most sophisticated opera- _ , a *, details or write to: Manager, College 
tions, we’ve made his life a lot simpler. ~~ Relations, Xerox Corporation, P.O. 
We're doing the same thing in tele- ea. | Box 251, Webster, NY 14580, or 
communications, information systems 660 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, 
—even satellite communications. CA 90220. 
Xerox engineers are converting the 
technology of the future into reality. 
We're so dedicated to the new ideas XEROX 
that we spent $311 million in R&D in / 
1978 to help our engineers develop & 
them. q 

At Xerox, there’s a lot less red tape, r CAREERS THAT 
alot more going on, and a lot of people CAN'T BE DUPLICATED 
smiling. An affirmative action employer male/female. 
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A history of problems 
by Bob McDermot UW Sea Grant Institute 

Se or a 7 i 
Bob McDermot is a senior in me- — ro sees ea ee ce aa te 

chanical engineering at UW-Madison. ie =~ ae as © ge oi i ob gst fr Pe 4 

He is a regular contributor to The a2 ee s ~ Co 3 See dame 

Wisconsin Engineer. ee Se es ee Pek TE re a s ae ni 
Caen EEE Ser rare nt 5 papi ities bgt Silla 

5 SS SS "Ee 
The Great Lakes are the largest a a A ~ sa ae ORE 

: - i Se soe a bee wn ) eS es Fae 
reservoir of fresh water in the a ee te rs 3 Oe ty 

world, containing one-fifth of the ae a aK _s ey dit a oe it 
world’s fresh water supply. Yet, RR Re 
despite their tremendous size, they Se ee re 4 5 eee Vg Oo 4 
are fragile. The Great Lakes are a i 2... ikiese wt ia we Aa Nar 5 ij a 
good example of how man often —  §: ~Seo oe bi AB e fey , 
hurts himself and his environment . Ds AE Ag Nea Alga i tae "Gea a 
in his neverending pursuit of prog- : Pe oy AS Re ft Jig ne oe i i 
ae as ot Bee acurud Sed Vr dns Oe ae 7 FO 

In the very technical world in Pollution is not the only killer of fish; overpopulation of certain species of 

which we live, the work of the en- fish may result in a lack of food, oxygen and spawning grounds. 

gineer affects nearly every aspect of 
our lives. Therefore, the engineer and because of these efforts, the However, the east-west orienta- 
has a great responsibility to make condition of the Great Lakes has tion of the lakes attracted early set- 

sure that his work does not adverse- improved in the last five years. tlers who recognized the value of 

ly affect the world today or in the Originally, the lakes’ waters were this water transportation route 

future. He must avoid making the as pure as rainwater. This was main- through the Midwest. The combina- 

types of decisions that men in the ly due to the fact that much of the tion of plentiful natural resources 

past made which led to the present — Great Lakes basin is composed of and accessibility led to concentra- 
condition of the Great Lakes. bedrock types that are highly re- tions of populations and industry 

The Great Lakes today exist in a sistant to leaching. In the north, the which soon began dumping wastes 

condition much different from that | Lake Superior catchment and much _ into the lakes. These sewage and 
which existed before the surge of of the Lake Huron catchment lie on industrial wastes contained many 
white settlers into the Great Lakes igneous rocks of the Canadian Pre- nutrients and soon the nutrient 
region. The activities of these set- cambrian Shield which weather level began rising to poisonous le- 

tlers soon began changing the eco- slowly, adding few nutrients to the vels in the lower lakes. This led to 

structure of the lakes. Oftentimes, water. In the south, most of the a greatly increased growth of cer- 
these people were unaware of the drainage in Lakes Michigan, Erie, tain algae at the surface which low- 
effect their presence was havingon —_ and Ontario comes from glacial ered the oxygen level and eliminated 
the Great Lakes. Many times they drift deposits that cover sedimen- many indigenous plant species by 
were aware, but unfortunately they tary rocks which yield more nutri- reducing water transparency. Oxy- 

really didn’t care. ents. The lakes had low dissolved gen became just about non-existent 

Today, there are still many ac- salt content and were especially in the cold, lower strata, and as a 

tivities going on which continue to poor in phosphorous. The original result, fish that lay their eggs in the 

cause ecological damage to the nutrient-poor, oxygen-rich state of deep became extinct. The change 

lakes. However, efforts are being the Great Lakes is best described by in the lakes’ ecosystem favored in- 

made to eliminate damage sources, the term “‘oligiotrophic.” vading fish species, such as the ale- 

5



UW Sea Grant Institute 

wife, at the expense of the indige- ; 
nous chub, cisco, and lake herring. 

The problem of nutrient pollu- 

tion continued through the years. 

Finally in the past decade, an in- 

creased environmental awareness in 
this country and Canada has led to 

significant action being taken to 
eliminate the sources of nutrient 
pollution. Still, even today many 
cities and industries in the Great 

Lakes region have inadequate waste a Since ¢ 
treatment facilities. It must be un- re at / ._ |; ¥ 
derstood that these facilities cost \ piles ie) - | : , 
great sums of money. The 1978 ao eS eS | Pa Gia ee 
Environmental Protection Agency’s gS iMag ee af : Si oe [eee Se ee need survey estimates that 2-1/2 a ee oe WP asec 
billion dollars will be spent this . — ea 
year in Wisconsin to bring wastewa- eee a. 0 = 
ter treatment up to 1983 standards. 3. gael Es ie 
Time is also involved. Some stand- cS ge ie ae : ‘ 
ards are set five to ten years before oa ce = : \ 
compliance deadlines. - a % \ 

In the meantime the lakes con- ™ 5 | an | 
tinue to receive heavy loads of or- 4% 4 1 
ganic matter and phosphorous from oo : \ ’ 
detergents. The results of construct ( : " 
ing many new sewage treatment Bee ee En hs — 

plants in recent years can be seen in Pollution of the Great Lakes is not only caused by direct industrial dumping, 
the decrease in seasonal blooms, a but also by contaminants released into the air. 
rapid development and death of al- 

gae populations, and an increase in over streams where salmon spawned __ proved to be nearly ideal conditions 
oxygen content in the lakes. How- resulted in an increase in stream wa- for lamprey spawning, and grad- 
ever, due to the fact that nutrients ter temperature. Water temperature ually the lamprey began to thrive in 
remain until flushed out of the is of great importance in the suc- each of the Great Lakes. By the 
lakes, immediate elimination of nu- cessful reproduction of salmon, and 1940’s , the lamprey began to 
trient pollution cannot be expect- the increase in stream water temp- threaten the extinction of most of 
ed, especially after such long-term erature proved lethal for the Atlan- the lake trout and salmon in the 
abuse of the lakes. tic salmon of Lake Ontario. lakes by attaching its bloodsuck- 

Nutrient pollution wasn’t the only The presence of the Atlantic sal- ing mouth to the fish’s side. The 
problem settlers brought to the mon had always been a deterrent to _—_ declining trout and salmon pop- 
Great Lakes. Lake Ontario, the east- the movement of alewives into the ulations in turn favored alewife pop- 
ern-most lake, was the victim of Great Lakes from the Atlantic ulation growth in the lakes. Things 
overfishing. The Atlantic salmon, un-  Qcean. With the elimination of the began to look grim as it appeared 
til the late nineteenth century the Atlantic salmon, the small, six-inch that lampreys and alewives would 
dominant species in Lake Ontario, long alewife slowly became estab- soon be the undisputed rulers of 
was fished extensively. By 1850 the lished in Lake Ontario. the Great Lakes. 
salmon population had declined, The alewives apparently moved During the 1960’s, that last straw 
and the fishermen, thinking the lake into the Great Lakes through the had been reached. Commercial fish- 
fished out, moved on to other lakes. | Welland Canal, which was also the ing catches of lake trout had plum- 
The remaining salmon never recov- means by which a second major ma- __ meted, and alewife population ex- 
ered and later disappeared. rine species, the sea lamprey, invad- plosions were resulting in massive 

In the early and mid-nineteenth ed the Great Lakes. The lamprey, numbers of alewives rotting on the 
century, the forests were cleared for an eellike parasite that is 1-1/2 feet beaches of Lake Michigan. 
agriculture, lumber, fuel, etc. and by long, moved through the Welland To combat the lampreys, a selec- 
1897, one observer described the Canal by attaching itself to the bot- tive toxicant was used that would 
western New York drainage area of tom of boats. The warm stream kill young lampreys in the spawn- 
Lake Ontario as ‘“‘almost totally de- temperatures caused by the defor- ing streams, but when applied care- 
forested.” The loss of forest cover estation of much of the Midwest fully, would have little or no ad- 
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verse effect on other species. The showing up in Great Lakes predator identified, but it is a time consum- 

toxicant, TFM (3-trifluoromethyl fish in recent years at very hazard- ing investigation.” 

4nitrophenol), was used on all the ous levels. PCB stands for poly- PCB’s are not the only dangerous 

known lamprey-producing tributar- _ chlorinated biphenyls, a family of chemicals entering the Great Lakes; 

ies of Lakes Superior, Michigan, compounds used in the past to pro- there are many others. One major 

Huron, and Ontario. By the late duce inks, paints, plastics, hydraul- source of toxic elements is atmos- 

1960’s, 80 to 90 percent of the ic fluids, and “‘carbonless” paper. In _ pheric fallout. Among the most 

lamprey population had been eradi- very recent years, PCB’s have been abundant of these are such trace 

cated. used mainly as a fire-retardant in elements as mercury, cadmium, 

To combat the alewives, several the production of capacitors and copper, zinc, and lead which are 

salmon species, particularly the coho — electrical transformers. present in the water at extremely 

salmon of the Pacific Ocean, were The main problem presented by low concentrations. However, the 

stocked in the lakes. By 1970 the PCB’s is that to destroy them, in- margin between required and toxic 

salmon were thriving in Lakes Mich- _cineration at temperatures in excess _ levels is often very fine, and present 
igan and Superior, devouring a of 2,200 degrees Fahrenheit is re- concentrations are becoming highly 

steady diet of alewives. Today, sal- quired. This is a temperature much toxic to certain aquatic species. 

mon and lake trout fishing are ex- greater than that at which most mu- Some trace elements kill aquatic 

cellent; however, yearly stocking is nicipal incinerators operate. There- organisms in concentrations of sev- 

necessary since natural reproduction fore, most PCB’s are never destroyed eral parts per million of water. At 

of these fish has been inadequate. and often find their way into the lower levels, although not lethal, 

The only salmon that seems to be lakes either by leaving incinerators chemical pollutants can cause re- 

thriving through natural reproduc- up the stack into the air or by being duced photosynthetic rates in plank- 

tion is the small pink salmon which washed into the water table from a tonic animals. Changes in plankton- 

was unintentionally introduced into landfill. ic organism populations can result 

Lake Superior in 1956. David Armstrong, professor of in very undesirable changes in spe- 

The newest environmental prob- Civil and Environmental Engineer- cies concentrations in the lakes. 

lem in the Great Lakes is that of ing, in his Sea Grant sponsored re- What makes matters worse is that 

chemical pollutants. It may be the search has found that most PCB’s some combinations of trace ele- 

most difficult problem to solve. in the Great Lakes enter the system ments behave in a way such that the 

Chemicals, particularly pesticides as either atmospheric fallout or in- effect of mixture of elements is 

and chemicals used in making plas- dustrial discharge. ““PCB’s from the much greater than the sum of the 

tics, have been entering the lakes for atmosphere are impossible to trace effects caused by the elements tak- 

years and continue to do so. They and are difficult to control. Any in- en individually. This type of beha- 

are difficult to deal with, being in- dustry that allows PCB’s to go up vior is called synergistic. On top of 

visible, and they don’t break down in smoke must take partial blame. that, there are some trace elements 

in nature. To make matters worse, Industrial dumpers are more easily that have the nasty tendency to ac- 

these chemicals are easily transport- UWiSeaGrant Institute 

ed in both air and water for hun- ae Pe 0G NE yy * 5 . | 
dreds of miles. -  ¢ Dk &, . * 

Many of these chemicals are very wns 4 i ue i t 
hazardous to the health of humans ae 4 ee ee illiliieilll : ie 

and wildlife. These chemicals have —— : sent peal a 
been showing up in game fish in ae ee : p. 
high concentrations, and humans 7 io Ps eae 
and animals who eat chemically con- | we ‘ ——— a ee 
taminated fish are subject to accu- “ a 2 ee in 

mulating large doses of some of . F ae " oe eo & a 

these chemicals in their own body é , a. i) + a 
tissues. Because of the health haz- J ) ™! ae oe ee if " 
ards created by chemical pollution, : ae Se ott a 
the government has placed many | 2 te nie i crea me oh 

restrictions on the catches of com- — re ny) SP ai eel é\ 

mercial fishermen and warned sport : et oo oY sig a es ARE Pn = 

fishermen to decrease consumption Bay 6 oid Ae ese A 
: iow ee et , 

of their catches. By 3) é Beg OL a 7 
One chemical pollutant, PCB’s, cits, Wee A Ba \ 

have received a great deal of atten- a AS i Zo, PKS ma 

tion recently because, not only is it To help combat high populations of invading fish species; natural predator 

extremely poisonous, it has been techniques, poison, and extensive fishing methods were used, 
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cumulate in the tissue of aquatic ments run off land into waterways, very thin eggshells which were usual- 

organisms. especially where deposition is ac- ly crushed or cracked during incuba- 
Atmospheric trace elements that companied by another pollution tion. Thus the reproductivity of bald 

eventually settle into the waters of source, acid rain. eagles declined dramatically. Today, 
the Great Lakes have many sources The Clean Air Act (1963) and its seven years after DDT was banned, 
including soil dust, automobile ex- amendments led to the use of anti- the bald eagle is showing slight signs 
hausts, and cement and steel manu- pollution equipment on power of recovery. 
facturing operations. The main plants and consequently the rates The Great Lakes ecosystem has 
source of airborne toxic elements, of deposition of trace elements ap- been violated in many ways not 
though, is the combustion of fossil pears to be declining in the Great mentioned here. In a country where 
fuels, particularly coal. Lakes region. This trend may be the pursuit of profit is the number 

Herein lies a great problem. With offset though in the future as reli- one concern of the business world, 
the growing lack of faith in nuclear ance on coal power greatly increases. many corporate decisions have often 
power in this country (for both eco- Since chemicals are used so exten- been made with no regard to envi- 
nomic and safety reasons), coal- sively in the United States, they will | ronmental impact. In the process, 
fired power plants are being consid- continue to be a major source of an unhealthy environment for all 
ered as a major source of power. trouble for the Great Lakes ecosys- living things, including humans, is 
This increased use of coal will lead tem. A very sad example of the hav- created. In the future, the pursuit 
to greater chemical pollution of the — oc chemical wastes have caused in of profit will have to coexist with a 
Great Lakes as many coal power America is the endangered existence respect for the world in which we 
plants will be needed to power in- of the American bald eagle. Its live. Luckily, the Great Lakes have 
dustrial areas around the lakes. tragic decline in numbers can be at- weathered much of the abuse man 

Stack emissions travel up to one tributed mainly to the pesticide has thrown at them. The Great 
hundred miles downwind with most DDT which was banned in 1972. Lakes are not dead; at present they 
elements falling out within 35 miles DDT entered many waterways, es- are doing fairly well. Given the pro- 
of the source. Direct deposition on pecially the Great Lakes, through per amount of time, respect, and 
the surface of the lakes provides the — runoff. It soon accumulated in the care, the Great Lakes will gradually 
major means of trace element pol- fish which eagles ate. The DDT recover from past neglect and will 
lution of the lakes. Some trace ele- caused the eagles to lay eggs with flourish in the future. = 

NELSON INDUSTRIES-meeting the challenge.. . 
Nelson Industries, comprised of Nelson Muffler, Product Engineers 

Nelson Filter and Universal Silencer, is a strong, Design and development of air, fuel oil, lube oil 

diverse corporation founded in 1939. Nelson is and hydraulic filtration products. Air filtration 

continually expanding its R & D department and and fluid mechanics background. 

production facilities. There is now over 21,000 . . . 
square feet devoted to acoustic and filtration re- Filtration Research Engineer oo. 
search programs. Expansion plans for the ‘80's will Plan and implement advanced filtration research 
remain vigorous as we prepare to meet the increas- for air, lube oil, fuel oil, hydraulic, water and 
ing challenges of a quieter and cleaner environment. other filtration products. Advanced degree in 

chemical engineering desirable. 

NELSON INDUSTRIES has openings at the follow- If you're interested in meeting this challenge, call 
Ing positions: or write: 

Mechanical Engineers STEROGHTON Whereas P.O. BOX 428, 
Research, Development and Design of exhaust 

and intake silencers and related products for a a < 
Internal Combustion engines. MS in Mechanical | esl i we 2 
Engineering with acoustics and fluid mechanics a | te =| me al 
background. ee ll | LE a Qe 

Se SS 
Research Engineer SSS een lex. 4 

Plan, direct and implement an applied acoustical ~ =r" gl 
research program for mufflers, silencers and re- Nelson Industries, meeting | 7 
lated noise control products. Acoustics and fluid the challenge of a quieter, eee 
mechanics background desirable. cleaner environment. <* 
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Coastal erosion 
il a eee ere regreneenemeemeeretrmmrmrnnneeneeeenennnmmeennninnesnn 

Where have all our beaches gone? 

by Art Vawter 

Art Vawter is a junior in engineering Tuncer Edil, a professor in both cicada haovag kite Engineering Mechanics and Civil mechanics at UW-Madison. His ar- : . : , . carmate and Environmental Engineering at \ ticle presents a valuable application : . : : 
: . ao . the University of Wisconsin, con- of engineering mechanics. siders wave action to be the most ele . 

: damaging factor in coastalerosion. | 8 
Coastal erosion and bluff land- It is the wave action at the toe ae : 

slides are a cause of extensive prop- (base) of a coastal bluff which is ee eee 
erty damage on the Great Lakes. the primary factor responsible for ere 
The understanding and control of changes in slope geometry. Wave ee am : 
this problem is extremely complex action is a function of the duration oa 
due to the large number of variables and intensity of storm activity, . ed 
involved. Composition, geometry, fluctuations in water level, wind ve- I 
and usage of the slope, groundwater locity, inshore and offshore bathy- Ct 
action, wave action, frost and ice metry (the depth of the water), : —— — 
action and weathering are crucial composition of the material at the ee meee 
factors but are difficult to quantify. toe of the slope, and manmade ceo —" re 
In general, the erosion and bluff structures, ae ee GR 2 
slide is dealt with by geotechnical The force of a wave can be bok i oa Sate ae 
and coastal engineers with a know gn into two component forces, One ae - 

edge of geology, geomorphology force component, called the active eRe eres a ee oe 
(the study of the configurations and part is perpendicular to the shore- ‘ eos aceasta 

evolution of land forms) and soil line. It is the active part of the wave jy ror aos 
mechanics. force which directly attacks and aaet: “ee oe 

erodes the intact toe material which Fagin Sey gece a 
OW Sea Grant institute in turn affects the steepness of the a a cae . 

bluff face and threatens its stability. [3 . GEA 
The other force component, ~ ee 

~ called the passive part, is responsi- 
~ My — ble for the removal of material second deals with the large scale 

1 which collects at the toe of the coastal erosion problem based on 
TOE EROSION SHALLOW aE compose bluff. This material may be from passive wave action. In this case the 

MATERIAL degradation of the bluff face due to _ overall stabilization of a whole 
active wave action or from material shoreline must be weighed against 
deposited there by the passive part such factors as environmental de- 
of the wave action at a previous sirability and cost. 

AG — DN aa time. The movement of material Structural solutions are generally 
parallel to the shore is referred to as _—_ applied to the localized erosion 

TOP RETREAT REMOVAL OF UNIFORM littoral drift. problem where loss of property or 
TOE BATERIAL SLOPE The problem of coastal erosion is safety considerations make such so- 

usually broken into two parts. The lutions necessary and feasible. One 
The analysis of coastal erosionand/or first deals with active wave action method of slowing down the effects 
bluff stability is complex. Professor at a particular location. In such a of active wave action consists of di- 
Edil’s drawings are models of two case the dynamic nature of the local rectly armoring the toe of the shore- 
types of bluff changes. slope geometry must be known. The __ line against wave attack. Seawalls, 
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UW Sea Grant Institute 

Left: Wave action has changed the 

geometry of the shoreline. 

Below: This is an example of de- 
gradation of bluffs due to coastal 

erosion, 

ae i 
ey 3 ie’ 

‘ a eo ie : 
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i eee a Oe | 
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ee ae Mion a 

bulkheads or revetments (slabs of pate the wave energy before it gets | formed or maintained. However the 
demolished cement or other rock to the erodible toe material of the shoreline usually develops a saw 
structures) are all used to stop ac- bluff. This can be achieved by off- tooth pattern where material is 
tive wave action. However, over a shore breakwaters, groins, jetties, built upon only one side of the 

long period of time the wave action _ perched beaches and artificially groin. If a gale typical of Lake Mich- 

will undermine the foundation of nourished beaches. On Lake Michi- igan came from a direction opposite 
even these structures. But because gan, groins are the most widely used _ to that of the usual littoral drift, 
they are inexpensive, revetments of this type of protection. A groin the material may shift over to the 
are the most common form of is a wall structure made out of wood opposite and possibly unwanted 

coastal stabilization used on Lake or metal pylons or plastic tubes side of the groin. 

Michigan. However, contaminants filled with sand. They are placed In general, solutions must be tai- 

in the materials may be released perpendicular to the shoreline in lored to the specific site. Moreover 

into the water causing local pollu- shallow water to slow down the re- for any solution to be effective, an 

tion. moval of the existing beach by lit- understanding of the pertinent fac- 

Another structural solution is to toral drift. With the use of a groin tors such as wave action must be 

build up a protective beach to dissi- and by littoral drift, a beach can be = known. # 
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amounts of ice the icebreaking ship 

rams the front of its hull on top of 
the ice. Water is then quickly 

pumped to ballasts in the front por- 
tion of the hull to increase the 
weight on the ice. It is the combined 
weight of the ship and the pumped 

ki th 1 water which breaks the ice. The ice- 
Brea INg e ice breaker must then back up, pump 

a ----- - -—-'-rOOwO0O9ma ss 5353)sssizg8385 = out the water and repeat the pro- 
New research ona cold topic cess. This method is slow and tedi- 

ous but effective. For example the 
269 foot long, 6500 ton Westwind 

by James Brekke (first commissioned in 1944) is cap- 
a : able of breaking through only 14 
James Brekke is a graduate student Ice breakage is needed to supply inches of ice continuously but can 
and a teaching assistant in engineer- ‘military and scientific stations in break up to 12 feet of ice by the 
ing mechanics at UW-Madison. His the remote areas of the polar re- method described above. The West- 
interest in the mechanics and prop- tons. It is also necessary to escort wind is still used on the Great Lakes 
erties of materials is shown in his cargo ships carrying grain and oil to during the winter months and on the 
Geele the upper midwestern states during arctic circle during the summer. 

pin aA nD no the winter months on the Great The 9th Coast Guard District is 
Lakes. in charge of all icebreaking activities 

Icebreaking ships first came into in the Great Lakes. Recently four 
In the last 15 years the study of use in the late 1930’s and early new 140-foot long icebreaking tug 

new materials and their properties 1940’s. Most of these early ice- boats have been designed and built 
has developed significantly. How- breakers were 110-foot tugboats. by the Coast Guard to service this 
ever the study of ice and its prop- The Mackinaw is one such ship still region. One of these boats, the 
erties is still in its infancy. For the used on the Great Lakes. In general Mobile Bay, whose home port is 
last 45 years ice has basically been these early icebreakers are capable Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, is, accord- 
broken either by dynamiting or of breaking only 12-14 inches of ice ing to Chief Petty Officer Joe Ama- 
ramming with a ship. continuously. To break thicker to, “a typical example of the im- 

UW Sea Grant Institute provements in these new icebreak- 
i a ers.” The Mobile Bay is designed to 

a is) Ni cut 18-20 inches of ice continuous- 
i (eae ly although in practice it has contin- 

: uously cut 27 inches of ice with a 
FA beiioea ( / L snow cover of one foot. It uses a 

oe t : - system which forces air bubbles out 
US b | gl x ‘ of the sides of the hull thereby lu- 
ee oo ut + » =>. bricating the hull to reduce friction 
Peat > fy’. ‘eS fe forces during icebreaking. However 

es mei - when confronted with thick ice the 
ae : Mobile Bay must resort to ramming 

ee glee ’ gem and backing or dynamite blasting. 
ee = ‘ Ee A less primitive solution to the 

a ae ae oy a e y i ie ice-breaking problem depands on a 
es - wait ~Ntmey, : i Eger “SS better understanding of ice as a ma- 

cee a an oo : EN ‘ ii, an + terial. Ice is a very unique and com- 
ih” sale. = ~~ — plex material. Although it appears 
os ee 7 rc SE ae to be hard and strong, it has a break- 

Sil ll Se Deng os ages) _=é¢ ing strength (ultimate strength) be- 
be, ae col patil oe * “FE ..< tween 0.82 and 5.5 psi on tension ae eo ne eran r ere tarmac and between 1.7 and 42.6 psi on 

i pate he a ‘ itis igo cme : E: compression. In comparison, rubber 
ieee te = ee er has an approximate breaking 

a a ea wat strength of 3000 psi on tension and 
Without ice-breaking techniques, shipping on some of the Great Lakes wood has an approximate breaking 
would be halted during the winter months, strength of 8000 psi on compres- 
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sion. Ice is also not as brittle as ex- : 
pected. Its tendency to deform is r 
one thousand times that of wood gi 
and ten thousand times that of Pe 

glass. a: 
The reason ice is so complex is 7 ye 

because its strength properties de- so 

pend on structural differences such al = 
as the amount of air in the ice, the : 2 i 
temperature of the ice, and the age | “ 
of the ice. These factors need to be |] pam ; ~ 
analyzed to fully take advantage of 4 : 2 wma an han . , 
ice breakage. it eS 

Ali Seireg, a professor in the “agent me 
Mechanical Engineering department ee er il a : C Pp a . 

at the University of Wisconsin, is owe e [ led } - GRE e 
presently conducting research on a ee be cso ee t 
ice breakage. He is forming mathe- ae COAST GUARD f 

matical models based on finite ele- i ae — : ; ar 
ment analysis. These simulate the eS SS SS ee 
response of water and ice to an ex- = SS ee pe 
plosive or an impcting object such eS eS ee 
as the hull of a ship. The amount of ae Se SS 
ice breakage and the shape can then ae SS a 3 
be optimized by changing the loca ae ee ee 

tion of the explosive in the model 

or the geometry of the impacting ob- The Coast Guard is in charge of ice breakage on the Great Lakes. This is 
ject. For example, Professor Seireg’s the “Mobile”, whose home port is Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, 
model cancletermvine wiverr Gouge, ci es 
explosives so a large channel or a 

small circular hole will be formed. , | 
Two other methods of ice break- _—. : 

age which exploit the nonsymmet- ws § 

ric properties of ice are based on Pe - bs : 

pre-stressing the ice. The first meth- S a gees 
od involves a hovercraft which is ek eae 
loosely attached to the front of an one 
icebreaker. The hover craft applies ; oy Beane jae iy 
ajet force of air pressure on the ee a Ba? g a 
top surface of the ice sheet. This will 7 3 a hes] em |; 
pre-stress the ice so its top surface a. (gee are ey 
will be on compression and the un- Be Se | nnn seas 
der surface will be on tension. Since y ~~ 4 ae ng ae 
ice is weaker in tension, if a crack ao) le ie 

can be initiated on the bottom sur ] a. Si ees —— 
face of the ice, fracture of the ice is ee 
not difficult to accomplish. Similar- Atle nN 
ly, air pressure can be applied under i ” 

the ice surface, thus placing the un- “awe 
der surface on compression and the c 57-3784 
top surface on tension. In this case 
the top surface would be cracked to 

initiate a crack which would lead to 
breakage of the ice. 7\ I state street 

The practicality and efficiency of madison wisconsin 53703 
some of the ideas discussed here are ‘ 
unproven. However with the present 

research and technology ice-break- 7 4 kk t 

ing techniques will be improved. = university boo S ore 
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The Liberty shi 
Catastrophic failures 
by Chris Guy 

—_ Perhaps Fate was having a laugh The Schenectady, a large tank 

Chris Guy is a graduate student and at the expense of the engineering vessel fractured while tied up at its 

a teaching assistant in engineering profession when a class of World dock, in still water. A report on the 

mechanics at UW-Madison. His focus War I ships was named the Liberty incident reads, ‘“Without warning 
of study is on composite material ships. For the Liberty ships tended the deck and sides of the vessel 

and fracture analysis. to behave like the Liberty Bell-they fractured just aft of the bridge su- 
fractured. perstructure. The fracture extended 

LIBERTY SHIP EC2—S—C1 

DETAILS WITH ABNORMAL FREQUENCY OF FRACTURES 

THESE DATA INCLUDE 2504 FRACTURES OF KNOWN 
ORIGIN, OCCURING BEFORE 1 AUG.45. 158 OTHER 
FRACTURES OF INDEFINITE ORIGIN WERE REPORTED 

BUTT WELDS OF 

x BULWARK RAIL OPENINGS IN UPPER DECK 
SR 184 FRACTURES 6.2% OTHER THAN CARGO HATCH 6 SDB. so takcrines as apices 

UPPER DECK ae 
pe “a 612 FRACTURES 24.4% Nea oe 

He No.4 — 110 
() 

IS ~~ 5 we S 
C) Q | oS HATCH END BEAM AT 

>> STANCHION ON TWEEN wa 2 been farsi peers 
<q] 36 FRACTURES 1.4% 49 FRACTURES 2.0% 

WS CS D 
BUTT WELD OF CURTAIN ae Rs SH Oy 

ES 1.4% 7 OD 36 FRACTUR| Re 8 , ey ee b P 

fe <C> ie 4A Re g 
SHAPE STANCHION L/ SA U Sy 7 Qa 
CONNECTION TO RAIL O > La 
73 FRACTURES 2.9% GeeseT IN RAIL FOR Lt LYy Sp 

ACCOMMODATION LADDER GL] f 
52 FRACTURES 2.1% DOL Ye 5 

ql GS yy) 
AA 5 

CUT IN SHEERSTRAKE FOR 

ACCOMMODATION LADDER 

92 FRACTURES 1.3% 

OPENING FOR GATE TO [7 
ACCOMMODATION LADDER 
91 FRACTURES 3.6% 

DECKHOUSE CONNECTION 

TO DECK AT CORNERS 
232 FRACTURES 9.3% 

FASHION PLATE STANCHION 
W TO RAIL 

360 FRACTURES 10.4% WEED hy OF SHEEASTRARR-ANG 
41 FRACTURES 1.6% 
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almost instantaneously to the turn manufactured rapidly to meet the the theory of strength of materials, 
of the bilge port and starboard. The | demands of the war effort. one would expect the fracture face 

vessel jack-knifed and the center The fracture problem was quite to be at a 45° angle and to appear 
portion rose so that no water en- puzzling since the basic ship design silky. The fractures, however, were 
tered the hull.”! was one of the older and more de- square breaks and the surface had a 

Another ship, the Joel R. Poin- veloped engineering designs. How- granular texture typical of brittle 

sett, was underway in the North At- ever, welding was a relatively new material failures. It was eventually 
lantic when ‘‘a loud report, followed technique in shipbuilding andit was found that a property change, due 

by two smaller ones, was heard, the _ thus suspected that fractures were to temperature, took place in the 

engines were stopped, and a general occurring because the ships were mild steel. It is now known that 
alarm was given. Immediately after- | welded rather than riveted. Yet in- there exists a temperature, called 
ward, the forward end of the ship vestigations revealed that welding the transitron temperature, below 
separated from the after end and was not the primary culprit. The which mild steel may lose up to 
floated away.” true cause of the fractures was a 6000% of its strength and behave in 

In a period of three years starting combination of two factors: temper- a brittle manner. Since the transition 
in 1942, eight ships broke in two, ature and geometry. temperature can be as high as 40°F 

resulting in the loss of 26 lives. Out The steel used in these ships was it is no wonder why so many ships 
of 2,710 Liberty ships there were a relatively ductile mild steel..There- had structural problems. 
978 fractures of varying degrees of fore fracture should have occurred The problem was further aggra- 

seriousness. These ships were weld- only after considerable deformation vated by the interior ship design. 
ed merchant vessels that were being and plastic strain. Also according to Cargo hatch openings had square 

comers resulting in large stress con- 

ee centrations. Investigations of the 
ae ae i fractured ships found that “every 
Ce : gan fracture examined started in a geo- 

> > jake ; metrical discontinuity or notch...” 
of ie 2. The solution to these problems 

ae ail Este we rea a consisted of redesigning the ships 
oe ge oe enn a ie with rounded hatch corners and 

a. Pr LAN al ne ae a Hi more gradual changes in shape of 
y nl No Rs a i i i other crucial internal structures, and 

4 Pi caren cst 8, Wa ea “ oe — metals with a lower transitron 
poe Pre oe Wit ft : Se i emperature. = 

EE STI ° 
: A 1A] quotations in this story are taken 

; from the Final Report of a Board of In- 
: me = vestigation convened by Order of the 

Secretary of the Navy to Inquire into 

: e “The Design and Methods of Construc- 
te, tion of Welded Steel Merchant Vessels”; 

oneal ep. ae ~ Government Printing Office, Washing- 
us _ Bn nai ig ton: 1947. 

—  tmanuun 5 
i ee ee ae | CHECKERBOARD | 

= : ee ao TAVERN 
: f poo 

a ee eee, ao ceoe = 2 Ls SANDWICHES a 
eae Ud hae Be By 2 =a | = MIXED DRINKS = 
qe COCKTAILS 

<<, eae. 1330 Regent St. 
nh ie [tah . |_| 251-6375 || 

Studies of ship fractures have changed the basis of modern ship design. 

Temperature as well as geometry, and material properties must be consid- a _ | 
ered as criteria for proper design. || || || || a a 
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Software Engineers 
Your education is about to continue 

e e P e 

with GTE in Phoenix. 
Your college days may be coming to an end but your education will become a full time activity in the state-of- 
the-art world of GTE. 

At our Automatic Electric Laboratories, challenging projects in multi-microprocessor design will allow you to 
explore your talents and have a hand in developing the communications systems of the future. Working in a 
total R&D environment, you'll have a chance to see the results of your work firsthand, and to receive the kind of 
recognition you really deserve. 

And if you enjoy the outdoor life, you'll love Phoenix. A sophisticated mix of casual and cosmopolitan, Phoenix 
meets all of your activities. If you’re majoring in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering or a related 
discipline and have an interest in any of the following areas, contact us today: 

SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT: 
ON REAL-TIME MICROPROCESSOR BASED DISTRIBUTED 

PROCESSING SYSTEM. 

Operating System Software 
Responsible for task scheduling, input/output status control and message handling 

Call Processing and Administrative Software 
Involved in all areas of call processing application and the analysis and initialization of : 
system software for traffic and switch network management functions. 

On-Line Recovery and Diagnostic Software 
Design of common control recovery and diagnostic software and development of system 
recovery and diagnostic of line and trunk facilities, service and digital network complex. 

Support Software \ 
Involved in compiler, assembler and simulator development. ” 2 

Data Base Software & ~~ &£ 
Responsible of logical and physical data base design and implementation related to sen on hn 
telecommunications systems. KG Ear ee 

. Op EAE ees 
Systems Control and Testing Be ee a 

Development and execution of comprehensive test plans to evaluate the fi uF oe - 
performance of large stored program switching systems. poo 

We offer an excellent salary and benefits package. Please send resume in aan pe 
confidence to: ean = 

: Manager of Employment (Aa 
Department ECM ZA oe 
GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories C > ry 
11226 North 23rd Avenue 7 a \ a 
Phoenix, AZ 85029 & \\ Cy 

A : GETS Resyrch as (> SW . 
Development OD NY , 

We are equal opportunity employer m/f fs yy \ Mr) 

5 AN A\ 
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Perch aquaculture Ee Oy 
a R 5 okey 4 » y 

F thout soil ey NS arming without soi $e 
by Glenn Pecht eget a FG 

Glenn Pecht is a sophomore in civil SS PCS RT 
engineering at UW-Madison. He Sen EX. Ae we ig 
graduated from Woodstock High Cpe 8 FLAS” Qi H 
School in India. Perch is one of his Gere RE ‘ ‘ iH 
favorite foods which he missed ie we i 
while living there. EX yey Z, 

: : . KE Lifrg Spear 
In Wisconsin, the Friday fish-fry Cf Yh 

is a tradition. Walleye, smelt and the U Ty 
popular yellow perch are a few of Uf 
the fish often offered at restaurants My 

and taverns. However, because of 

large commercial fish catches and 

increases in contaminants in the 
Great Lakes, lake perch may soon quires certain skills and knowledge, _ into fish of a quality that will meet 
disappear from menus. hard work, investments and consid- | market demands.” The University 

Lakes Erie and Michigan produce erable luck.’’! of Wisconsin-Madison is presently 
about 95 percent of the lake perch One major aspect of perch aqua- involved in research to develop the 
caught for human consumption. culture is water reuse. The idea isto technology to produce such finger- 

Over three-fourths of these fish are use a fixed volume of water for a lings. | 
consumed in Wisconsin. In a year particular aquaculture system. Since Prices for lake perch have climbed 

when there’s been a good harvest the wastewater from the system is at a tremendous rate. However, in 

over 20 million pounds of lake not suitable for perch culture it the last few months the retail price 

perch are eaten in Wisconsin. must be partially treated. A typical has fallen almost a dollar a pound. | 

The largest amount of lake perch water reuse system at the University This decline has been attributed to | 

for the midwestern states is supplied of Wisconsin—-Madison consists of perch aquaculture and to increased 
by the Lake Erie commercial fish- three points. First, a water clarifier perch production in Lake Erie. Thus 
ery. In 1969 this fishery provided removes most of the suspended sol- lake perch aquaculture is supplying 
33 million pounds of lake perch to ids. Next a pressure sand filter fur- the consumer with a fresh, high 

the market, but by 1974 the num- ther clarifies the water and finally quality product at a reasonable 
ber had declined to 15 million ammonia, a toxic product of fish cost, @ 
pounds and it is still declining. metabolism, is converted to nitrate 

To catch up to the increased de- using a biological filter. ee 
mand for lake perch the Sea Grant A second major aspect of perch IColbert, H. E., “Aquaculture” Raising 
Program is conducting research into _ aquaculture is obtaining a reliable Perch for the Midwest Market,” Univ. of 
perch aquaculture. Perch aquacul- supply of fingerlings less than one Wisc. Sea Grant College Program, Advis- 
ture is the science of raising fish. It year old and one to three inches in ory Report #13, June 1975. 
involves expensive equipment such length, at a reasonable cost. Finger- 
as tanks and fish-rearing facilities, a lings have been available from wild 2Colbert, H. E., “Perch Fingerling Pro- 

fresh water supply, special fish feeds stock; however, their quality has duction for Aquaculture,” Proceedings 

and a lot of human experience. Pro- _ been variable. In general fingerlings of a Conference held-atethie Univ. of 
fessor Harold Colbert writes, “Like | must “be as free of disease as pos- Wis., Univ. of Wis. Sea Grant College 
any other type of farming venture, sible, be efficient converters of feed, Program, Advisory Report #421, Dec. 
to be successful fish farming re- be fast growers and should develop 12, 1977. 
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that may lead to water quality deg- 

radation (should) be subjected to 

an analysis that will ensure that deg- 

radation be prevented. Proponents 

of development should be required 

to assure Governments, before they 
are given approval to proceed with 

Th G t L k such development, that degradation 

e rea a es will not occur.” 

Ee The weakness of such a system 

Clean water source or garbage disposal unit? ___ is pointed out clearly in the report. 
“EPA and the States need to im- 

prove their followup system on vio- 

py Hank: Masiaah lators. It would be useful if EPA 

Hank Haslach was a graduate stu- and use of certain of these substanc- _ had the power to levy administra- 

dent and is presently a lecturer in es, including PCB’s, PBB’s, alderin, tive fines commensurate with the 

the engineering mechanics depart- dieldrin and DDT and its deriva- costs industry saved through the 

ment at UW-Madison. tives .. . whose entry into the en- delay. Some of the States have ad- 

a vironment is difficult to control, if ministrative authority to assess 

After nearly ten years of environ- their use is permitted.” For exam- fines or receive payments to some 

mental cleanup efforts, Great Lakes ple, in Lake Michigan, coho salmon degree and are, as a result, able to 
pollution levels are still far below showed PCB levels of from twenty avoid lengthy court proceedings in 
accepted standards forhuman and _ to fifty times the standard. Bloater Some situations. 
wildlife health. A five-year study by chubs contained dieldrin twice the Among the most troublesome 
a joint U.S. Canadian Commission standard, when in 1969 they con- items in industrial permit develop- 

states that there are forty-eight tained less than the standard. ment are the delays in effluent 
problem areas on the Lakes, one Mercury levels were above the guideline development occasioned 

more than in 1977. Only 71 percent standard in whitefish, lake trout by lawsuits filed by industry, and 

of the facilities in the U.S. and 73 and suckers near the shore in Lake the long proceedings needed to ad- 

percent of those in Canada were in Ontario. Radium has been found in _—_—judicate permits opposed by indus- 
compliance with hazardous chemi- drinking water at Serpent Harbor try.” 

cals and nutrient discharge regula- on the North Channel. In these cases however, “To off- 

tions in 1978. But shoreline polluters are not set the advantages gained by a com- 

The Great Lakes, once a major the only source of the problem. The pany which does not meet a pollu- 
fishing grounds and still the drink- public has recently become aware of tion control limit on time, the Unit- 

ing water source for lakeside com- “acid rain” in which sulphuric diox- ed States has a ‘penalty policy’ to 
munities, have been seriously de- ide is carried in rain clouds and de- request the court to set fines which | 
graded by industrial wastes and mu- _ posited far from its source. “‘At- are at least as large as the firm’s 
nicipal sewages. Some cities pour mospheric inputs may be responsi- economic savings from delaying in- 
sewage into their own drinking wa- _ble,”’ reports the summary, “‘for up stallation and operation of treat- 
ter and recreational beaches. The to 40 percent of the loadings of cer- | ment equipment. The intention is 
city of Milwaukee was successfully tain pollutants to the lakes, includ- to create equity for the firms which 
sued in 1979 by the State of Illinois ing phosphorus, heavy metal, toxic have met effluent limits in accord- 
for polluting northern Illinois drink- organic contaminants, and sulphur ance with the law.” 
ing water which also forced the clos- dioxide, which contributes to the Further, environmental groups 
ing of many swimming beaches. acid rain phenomenon.” have been forced to challenge laxity 

Phosphorus is a major pollutant It is easy to make recommenda- by government agencies in setting 
in the Great Lakes. Ironically, mu- _ tions but hard to implement them. 2nd enforcing strict guidelines. 
nicipal sewage plants are the prin- The dangers of asbestos in the taco- Since personnel switch back and 

ciple sources of the phosphorus. nite tailings dumped in Lake Su- forth between industry and regula- 

Phosphorus is a nutrient which by perior by the Reserve Mining Com- tory agency jobs, there is often a 

encouraging phytoplankton growth pany have been known for years, cozy relationship between industry 

lowers the oxygen content of the but attempts to halt the dumping and the agency. Citizen political ac- 

water. have been headed off in the courts. tion which leads to a voice in corp- 

Other toxic organic substances The report summary suggests that orate and real estate development 

with irreversible effects have been enforcement and control should be _—_ decisions is one possible solution. = 
found in many forms of higher lake carried out through issuance of per- All quotations in this story are taken 
life. “The Commission recommends __ mits. ‘‘AIl existing activities and all from Water Quality of the Upper Great 
banning the manufacture, import, planned or potential development Lakes. 
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grounds with the other fish. In 1966 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
began to reintroduce lake trout 

into Lake Michigan as a predator of 

the alewives. Coho salmon were also 
s introduced at this time. But by 1972 

A fish story the 15.8 million coho salmon 
stocked in the lake had managed 

sl lw peg we SS”*~*~™:::C«éK reduce the aleife population by 
Instabilities in the Great Lakes __ nays percent. Today itis estimat: 

ed that 90 percent of all Lake Mich- 
by Ken Jaworski igan fish are alewives. Commercial 

: d a have ed er eau 
,, pareeibeiiite cn. Gesnnicae _ changing fish population aroun on this. For example, the catch o 

Given Bat Heh taking courses in 8 period of time, Fish native to alewives in 1967 reached 41.9 mil 
both environmental studies and jour- the Great Lakes had decreasing Pop- lion pounds for the use of cat food 
nalisin ulations. Therefore more native and and fertilizer. However the alewife 
eee tic fish were stocked. But it is population is still growing faster than 

not easy to successfully stock fish. other fish can eat them or man can 
One of the most abundant re- For example, the stocking of Atlan- harvest them. 

sources which the Great Lakes offer tic salmon was halted in 1932 when Presently Wisconsin alone stocks 
is fish. Unfortunately, man has the fish failed to establish itself on 700,000 coho salmon, 1.2 million 
abused this resource. He has dwin- the Upper Great Lakes even though chinook salmon, 900,000 lake trout, 

dled the fish population of certain it was native to Lake Ontario. 700,000 brown trout, 1 million 

high-value fish species and has so Meanwhile carp, a scavenger fish, rainbow trout and 100,000 brook 
polluted the waters to make many entered Lake Michigan from fish trout into Lake Michigan each year. 
fish inedible. Yet realizing his mis- farms by way of floods, and smelt Because of this extensive stocking 

takes, man has managed to correct entered the Great Lakes because of program, the fish population of 
many of them and has been, so far, a mistake in a salmon-raising proj- Lake Michigan has become quite ac- 

quite lucky. ect in Michigan’s Crystal Lake. ceptable. Yet the pollution problem 
During the 1830s to1890s the Both of those fish are presently has grown worse. This problem can 

fishing industry of the Great Lakes harvested in large numbers as ani- be summarized by quoting the Wis- 
prospered with a plentiful supply mal feed. consin license manual given to all 
of such high-value fish species as lake But the biggest change in fish licensed fishermen. It reads, ‘‘Per- 
trout, yellow perch, and whitefish. population came with the building sons fishing in Wisconsin waters 
However, as the number of people of the Welland Canal. The Welland should be aware of the potential 
in the Great Lakes region grew, so Canal was built to connect the At- risk involved with frequently eating 
did the fishing industry. Recogniz- lantic Ocean with Lake Erie. This certain fish which have been con- 
ing the need to monitor the growing —_ allowed sea lamprey and alewives taminated by ... PCB’s.”’ Further- 
fishing industry, the government to enter the Great Lakes, along with more the Wisconsin Division of 
established the United States Fish the ships for which the canal was Health advises that trout and salmon 
Comunission in 1871 and the Wis- built. over 20 inches from Lake Michigan 
consin Fisheries Commission three Sea lamprey were first seen in and carp should be eaten no “more 
years later. Lake Erie in 1910 and twenty-five than one meal or 1/2 pound (of 

The first action these commis- years later they were in Lake Michi- _ fish— per week.” 
sions focused on was the planting gan. In 1958, the chemical TFM was The history of the fish of the 
of both native and exotic species of developed in Europe to kill the sea Great Lakes is filled with crisis. 
fish. From Wisconsin’s first fish lamprey larva and has been a suc- While many of the crises have been 
hatchery, located in Milwaukee, cess in reducing their numbers in corrected, problems still exist. The 
lake trout, whitefish, and imported the Great Lakes. However in 1952 problem of an unstable fish popu- 
rainbow trout, brown trout and At- the sea lamprey had reduced the lation is being relieved by human 
lantic salmon were planted into Lake lake trout population by 95 percent _ intervention. High-value fish species 
Michigan. However by 1922, catches and no lake trout were harvested are being stocked. However, the 
of fish had dropped 10 percent due from 1955 to 1960. problems will never be completely 
to fishing pressure, larger and faster The alewives, free of their ocean solved if man continues to overhar- 
boats, and better netting techniques. — predators, produced rapidly and vest the fish and pollute the environ- 

It is interesting to consider the competed for food and spawning ment. # 
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‘At DuPont you dont get lost 
bi h in a big company atmosphere. 

lt'sv I’ S very personal: 
— George D. Peterson BS, Chemical Engineering 

diag | a - es a a 

a a 4 i , a 

“Du Pont is a big com- work out, it’s very rewarding. So We place no limits on 
pany but it’s broken down into is working with people. I’m the progress our engineers can 
satellites. So you don’t get lost responsible for helping 22 peo- make. And we place no limits 
in a big-company atmosphere. ple do their jobs” on the contribution they can 
It's very personal, and | think the George was recruited by make—to themselves, the 
people are top-notch. Du Pont from the Michigan Company or to society. 

“| started in technical Technological University If this sounds like your 
here at the Belle Plant in West campus in 1973. He interviewed kind of company, do what 
Virginia. Now I’m a production about 25 companies. George Peterson did. Talk to the 
supervisor. Production is solv- George's story is typical Du Pont representative who 
ing problems on a day-to-day of many Chemical, Mechanical visits your campus. Or write: 
basis. | like working under that and Electrical Engineers who've Du Pont Company, Room 
kind of pressure. When things chosen careers at Du Pont. 35972, Wilmington, DE 19898. 

At Du Pont...there’s a world of things YOU can do something about. 

An Equal Opportniy Employer WF
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With this drill bit,GE is putting 
diamonds back into the earth laImMmMo t ‘ 

The diamond is Man-Made 4 BG fracturing which occurs in large, 
diamond developed by General Le 4 single-crystal natural diamond. 
Electric. Man-Made diamond |} 54° 4 =4 Bi GAME Instead, these disks tend to 
crystals are pressed into a a 3 microfracture, constantly expos- 
polycrystalline “blank.” When 7 ee ay A ing new cutting edges with- 
this blank is attached to drill Re Ao ee a) out destroying the diamond 
bits like the one pictured a Zs By oi a product. 
here, it provides a highly ef- |{ e-47 SUM “qm NEN vm | Ee Creating new en- 
ficient cutting tool to probe 2 OU oe a oY gineered materials is an im- deep into the earth. in ae ee ee Oy : fs ¥. portant example of research 

Drill bits which in- [YS gai OM se “VA Ne) in progress at GE. Recent 
clude diamond blanks can NXg’ CSR (a a developments include a 
as much as double the Awe) os <@ iF OO proprietary epoxy catalyst 
penetration rates of steel ey a. cn! 4 of) Xe pe) that’s cured by ultraviolet 
bits in drilling for oil and gas. ~ >a Oa Pn plight. GE work in ceramics 
In one of the most successful Qs. et ee OD fe) led to the Lucalox” lamp—a applications in the North Sea, a ee TO 6 i highly energy-efficient form of 
these drill bits cut the cost of bor: ““ NE is 7 GOR” street lighting, 
ing through shale by nearly 30%—for a | 3 ire mi GE is constantly investigating new 
total saving of close to $300,000. y = technologies and innovative applications for 

Iwo remarkable engineering breakthroughs _ existing technologies— in such areas as electrical distribu- 
were required for the development of these drill bits. tion systems, electronic components, environmental sys- 

EER, First came the synthesis tems. This takes talent — engineering talent — not just in 
See by GE of Man-Made research and development, but in design and manufac- 
WA diamond itself. Pio- turing, application and sales. 
Ihe pobenstaine Stnond toek aewiee. NEeTING the tech. 

cures because of ts structure. Natural Ravage HOlOgY of heating | Hf you'd like to know more about engineering oppor- planes of mined diamond right} cause it to. and pressurizing | tunities at GE, send for our careers booklet. Write to: 
break off in larger pieces. carbon established | General Electric College Communications, W1D2, 
GE as aleader in superpressure science, Fairfield, CT 06431. 

Then GE invented the technology which com- 
pacts the small, powdery Man-Made diamond into far Progress for People 
larger disks (as large as 12 mm. in diameter by as much as @ 
1 a, thick). Since these disks are commpeled of many GENERAL ELECTRIC 
nonaligned crystals, they resist the massive destructive An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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